The Bible, Numbers and Recent Shootings
By High Priestess Maxine Dietrich

This YouTube video I have linked below is about an hour long. Special thanks to High Priest Don for sending me this.

The Minnesota shooting, of which I watched the video, smacked of being a hoax. The sky is just too bright for this to have occurred at 21:00 (9 pm).

According to this, it should have been completely dark by 21:00 (9 pm):

http://www.timeanddate.com/sun/usa/st-paul

Also, here is the astronomical definition of "sunset time."

"The time of sunset is defined in astronomy as the moment when the trailing edge of the Sun's disk disappears below the horizon."

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sunset

I also noted, as the guy who made the following video, the woman is way too calm and emotionless for that type of an incident.

The Jews know now that too many people are into them. What they do, with their control of the media and Hollywood experience, they create wars, as these are a major distraction for the populace and wars also create chaos.

The USA stands as the last bulwark of freedom. If the USA falls, then all freedom will be lost worldwide.

Right now, the Jews are pushing hard for gun control and a full blown race war, in which Martial Law would be declared and civil rights would no longer exist.

Now, the man who made this video makes his personal opinions blatant. He bashes the police, and makes a lot of other personally biased statements, BUT, his knowledge of Jewish gematria (numerology) is extremely informative. This is what runs the Bible and why the Bible has numbers. I already wrote about this in my article The Holy Bible: A Book of Jewish Witchcraft. Life as we know it is about time and numbers and who controls these, controls events and people's lives.

I also want to add, the Jews control Freemasonry. Freemasonry was at one time Satanic, but not anymore. There are articles about this on 666blacksun.com
As for his mentioning how police stations are often near Masonic lodges, is because they control the police at the upper levels, as they do the government, etc.

This video is close to an hour long, but is extremely informative. Just watch and take the information. He also proves at the end how the St. Paul shooting was a hoax and play acting.

For those of you who are new and/or still have hang-ups about Christianity, this gematria/numerology all ties in to the Bible and what it really is...A hoax of catastrophic proportions.

I strongly encourage everyone to watch this YouTube video:

'Blue Lives Matter', how Alton Sterling & Philando Castile propaganda shootings planned & executed - YouTube

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=nJOXOdC5I4I